
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
sale coordinator. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a
look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for sale coordinator

Maintain internal pricing models and execute margin and pricing changes
Gather and maintain market intelligence to ensure loan pricing
competiveness
Daily distribution, maintenance, and enhancement of rate sheets and external
pricing in a timely and accurate manner
Act as daily point of contact for capital markets department that will include
interaction with external loan originators’ secondary marketing and loan
delivery departments
Develop, design, and automate new reports and analytical tools to meet the
needs of Capital Markets, senior management, and the production sales force
on an as needed basis
Collaborate with IT on the testing and enhancement of internal trade portal
Deal with all aspects of administration for up to 5 sales a year across 3
departments including any online/Single Owner collection sales (the specific
sales may change subject to the sales calendar and the departments’
requirements)
Manage client paperwork including Seller Agreement, Stock Order creation,
Sale Lot Advice, gathering KYC and where appropriate act as client liaison to
gather or dispatch consignment and property related information
Manage the administration of the relevant sales, including organization of all
vendor paperwork, checking copyright status, lotting up, monitor and
enforce all relevant deadlines
Manage shipping requests including export licenses and scheduling, and
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Qualifications for sale coordinator

Willingness to work well as a team member and promote team effectiveness
Ability to build strong relationships internally and externally and be an
ambassador for Post-Sale Services
Bachelor's Degree, preferably in finance, economics, accounting, or
equivalent experience
Requires a minimum of 5 years of experience in secondary marketing at a
mortgage company, or a bank, with applicable experience in pricing GSE
eligible loans
Technologically savvy, with the ability to work in varied systems
Experience with loan origination systems, mortgage position management
software (Compass/QRM/MIAC), or other mortgage-related processing
systems preferred


